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Abstract 

  The managerial push to deliver more higher education virtually and online began in the 

1990s, when colleges and universities dramatically expanded the use of distance education.1 

But now, faculty unions face intensified challenges in negotiating virtual space. Today’s 

pressures call for a more aggressive, positive posture. Faculty and staff face economic, 

political, and professional pressures. The condition of state budgets and the attendant 

reductions in appropriations leads policymakers and academic managers to call for 

academic program and staff cuts. Online higher education appears an inevitable strategy for 

increasing productivity—more education with less academic staff. The call by the Obama 

Administration for a 60 percent college education rate has led advocates to push for 

“delivering” higher education with 21st century information technologies. A technological 

path, these advocates insist, will increase student engagement, educational quality, and 

attainment. These advocates challenge the control of the classroom and curriculum by faculty 

members. After discussing policy pressures on faculty and staff, we examine contractual 

provisions addressing control of work, control of curriculum, instructional quality, and 

intellectual property. Last, we explore what is absent from contracts and provide language 

that bargaining units could put on the table when negotiating the virtual space of online 

education. 
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Introduction 

Understanding Virtual Education 

   Before the advent of the cyberworld, ―virtual‖ meant ―in essence if not in reality,‖ or 

―almost but not quite,‖ as in, ―He was a virtual Houdini in his ability to escape tight 

situations.‖ In the microprocessor-saturated world of personal computers, ―virtual‖ as often 

means ―simulated, imitated, as real things are represented on a computer screen.‖ So ―virtual 
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schooling‖ can be taken to mean ―acts, affordances, and relationships that simulate real 

schooling,‖ where ―real schooling‖ is taken to be teachers and students interacting in the 

same place and at the same time for the purpose of learning things. In fact, real schooling has 

never been as simple as this definition implies. Correspondence courses using postal mail 

have around a century-long history, and teaching via radio or television has been an 

established feature of the education landscape for decades. Nonetheless, the remarkable 

affordances of personal computers networked throughout the entire world have created 

opportunities undreamed of 50 years ago. Two-way communication and the instant 

transmission of text, sound, and static and moving images have created amazing possibilities 

for rich and authentic relationships between instructors and students. Thus the notion of a 

―virtual school‖—a school almost as effective as real teachers and students in the same place 

at the same time—arises at the beginning of the 21st century as an urgent issue worth 

interrogating. Virtual education encompasses a variety of online courses and programs. 

Researchers at the North Central Regional Education Laboratory categorized K- 12 public 

virtual education into five basic types: statewide supplemental programs, district-level 

supplemental programs, single-district cyberschools, 

multidistrict cyberschools, and cyber charter schools.1 By far the most prevalent form of 

virtual education involves what has come to be known as ―credit recovery‖—the earning of 

credit at the secondary school level by students who have failed a conventional course or for 

whom scheduling conflicts made enrollment in the conventional course impossible or  

inconvenient. In recent years, entire online programs leading to a diploma existed only in 

some remote rural areas or enrolled disabled students who could not attend conventional 

schools. However, the contemporary trend attracting attention and concern is the cyberschool 

being marketed to home schoolers and charter schools. Each type of virtual education raises 

its own policy issues, but by far the most difficult questions surround the rapid expansion of 

virtual education provided by private companies.2 Virtual schools (encompassing multi-

district cyberschools and charter cyberschools) require special attention because they 

represent new administrative organizations and generally evidence new relationships between 

commercial entities and government and public agencies. 

 

Distance Education InitiativesandFaculty Work 

   We live in strange times. Faculty members constantly work to improve teaching, learning, 

and the overall educational experience, sometimes with administrators, sometimes on their 
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own. But today, self-proclaimed experts advance proposals to increase productivity, improve 

graduation and/or completion rates, and transform the overall academic workplace. These 

advocates portray themselves as concerned with students and with results, especially the 

impact on the economy. Any questioner, much less critic, they insist, must be self-interested, 

resistant to change, and committed to the status quo. Federal and state governments have their 

initiatives, although seldom with money to pay for them. Individual higher education systems 

are developing their own proposals. Last, foundations, with large amounts of dollars to 

invest, are becoming attractive to cash-starved governments. These initiatives assume 

increased use of distance education technologies and online materials. They raise numerous 

questions about academic quality, and seriously challenge the nature of faculty work. 

Hopes for progress in higher education were high when Barack Obama took office in January 

2009. The previous Congress passed several college affordability measures. Gone was the 

adversarial posture exemplified by the Spellings Commission.2 The American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act, also known as the stimulus bill, passed in early 2009, increased student 

aid, and protected higher education jobs by providing direct aid to states. That summer, the 

President announced the American Graduation Initiative (AGI), which called for five million 

new community college graduates within the decade. ―By 2020,‖ he promised ―this nation 

will once again have the highest proportion of college graduates in the world.‖3 The 

AGIcalled for creating a challenge fund to promote innovative community college com-

pletion strategies, modernizing community college facilities, and opening a new online skills 

laboratory. But most of the AGIand its legislative vehicle fell victim to the controversy over 

health care. The final bill contained only two relatively small programs to promote 

completion at Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and community 

colleges. The administration continues its rhetorical commitment to higher education, holding 

HBCUand community college policy summits. But the administration has not matched this 

welcome attention with the investments necessary to carry out the AGI‘s ambitious 

graduation and completion goals. Its efforts will fall short without a dramatic increase in the 

number of faculty. But this increase requires resources most state governments do not have, 

and expenditures most lawmakers are unwilling to make. Many institutions are curtailing 

enrollments or course offerings. Budget cutbacks forced students to make difficult choices at 

institutions that traditionally attract first generation college attendees. California State 

University capped enrollments for the first time in its history. Students change majors based 

on availability of courses.4 And 30,000 students could not enroll in all the classes they 
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needed at Miami Dade College, ―the nation‘s largest community college,‖ because the 

institution lacked funds to hire enough faculty members and advisers. California‘s 

community colleges plan to reduce enrollment by 250,000 students because of cuts in state 

aid.‖5 By one estimate, ―it will take about 36,000 to 42,000 additional community college 

faculty  members—a 29 to 35 percent annual increase—to sustain the current faculty-student 

ratio, and to add 3.5 million new completers in a decade.‖6 But, the researchers note, their 

estimates could change under certain scenarios. ―Distance learning may increase productivity 

and faculty-student ratios as technology plays a bigger role in education‖ or ―proprietary 

schools could increase enrollments, thereby producing a larger share of the degree and 

certificates counted toward meeting national goals.‖7 

The propriety schools claimed ―their sector must play a key role if President Obama is to 

meet his goal of having the world‘s highest number of college graduates by 2020.‖8 

Secretary of Education Arne Duncan later said that for profit institutions ―are critical to 

helping the nation achieve President Obama‘s goal of making the United States the nation 

with the highest portion of college graduates by 2020.‖9 State funding cuts also prompt 

traditional institutions to meet their goals through online education. In fall 2010, Tom Joyner 

announced he was forming a company to assist HBCUs in developing online programs. The 

company would directly compete with for-profit institutions.10 

Congress and the administration support the potential of online and distance learning. Absent 

substantial investment, attaining the administration‘s expansive goals depends on the 

supposed savings offered by distance education. ―On average,‖ concluded a meta-analysis 

sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education, ―students in online learning conditions 

performed better than those receiving face-to-face instruction.‖11 This analysis aimed to 

provide policymakers with research-based guidance on implementing online learning for K–

12 education and teacher preparation.12 The Department and the AGIencourage use of open 

courseware in the online setting to supplement traditional education. A new study challenges 

that meta-analysis. Superior student learning, the researchers state, ―does not hold, however, 

for the studies included in the meta-analysis that pertain to fully online, semester-length 

college courses; among these studies, there is no trend in favor of the online course mode.‖ 

The study, they add, focuses on ―relatively well-prepared university students, so their results 

may not generalize to traditionally underserved populations.‖ ―Some evidence beyond the 

meta-analysis suggests,‖ they conclude, ―that, without additional supports, online learning 

may even undercut progression among low-income and academically underprepared 
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students.‖13 Despite questionable research, government and foundation advocates for online 

materials and distance education continue to tout the ability of technology to improve educa-

tional outcomes. Foundations promote access, completion, and closing achievement gaps by 

advancing arbitrary goals, purportedly driven by data; they brook little criticism. Gates and 

Lumina are partnering with state governments to increase college productivity.14  Decreased 

public funding of higher education, notes one observer, ―means the Gates Foundation could 

become the most powerful force in American education in the years to come.‖15 The Gates 

Foundation program aims to ―double the number of young people who earn a postsecondary 

degree or certificate with value in the marketplace by the time they reach age 26.‖16  Its 

ambition goes further: ―We need,‖ says a strategy memorandum, ―to ‗re-engineer‘ the 

delivery model for postsecondary education.‖17 ―From the moment students enroll in col-

lege,‖ the foundation states, ―they should be guided along a clear pathway to graduation and a 

career.‖ The foundation is investing in ―innovations in performance management and 

institutional practices‖ with early emphasis on ―supporting data-driven efforts to accelerate 

the rate of academic catch-up… and first year experience.‖ Its strategy also calls for 

investment in ―new technology products and platforms that produce dramatic improvement in 

learning and completion rates and can be developed and adopted at scale.‖18 

 

Achievement Outcomes of Virtual Education 

   Volumes of research on ―distance education‖ attest to the outcomes of computer mediated 

teaching and learning.15 The three most prominent recent publications include meta-analyses 

of studies that investigated the achievement outcomes of K-12 online teaching and learning. 

The primary question addressed in most studies is whether computer-mediated, asynchronous 

teaching and learning over a network produces the same achievement on paper-and-pencil 

tests as the same material taught in a traditional synchronous, face-to-face setting involving a 

teacher and students. Cavanaugh, Gillan, Kromrey, Hess, and Blomeyer16 published the first 

meta-analysis of online education outcomes focused entirely on K-12 teaching and learning. 

The authors identified 14 studies published in the 15-year period prior to 2004 that met strict 

inclusion criteria for internal experimental validity in comparing online courses with 

conventionally taught courses. Outcomes were measured by paper-and-pencil tests of 

achievement of course objectives. The authors concluded that there were no statistically 

significant differences in achievement between online courses and courses taught in 

conventional face-toface arrangements. Smith, Clark, and Blomeyer17 undertook a meta-
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analysis to update the work of Cavanaugh and her colleagues with eight experimental and 

quasiexperimental studies that similarly met high standards for experimental validity. 

All eight experiments focused on student achievement in K-12 instruction. The findings of 

this analysis were seen as supporting the conclusions of the 2004 Cavanaugh et al. meta-

analysis in which virtual instruction produced measured achievement equivalent to that of 

conventional face-to-face instruction. Tallent-Runnels and her colleagues18 reviewed 

achievement in online course across a wide span of ages and subjects and concluded that ―… 

learning outcomes appeared to be the same as in traditional courses‖ (p. 93). Essentially 

this same conclusion had been reached in the earlier meta-analyses published in 2004 and 

2005 by Blomeyer and his colleagues at Learning Point Associates. One measure of the 

effectiveness of virtual schooling is whether it has won acceptance broadly among, say, 

parents of K-12 students whose children might be exposed to online teaching. In the annual 

Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup survey19 of opinions regarding education, parents of public school 

children were asked the same two questions, once in 2001 and again in 2007: Do you approve 

of high school students earning credits online? And would you be willing to have your child 

earn most high school credits online? The results showed an increasing acceptance of online 

teaching-learning in small amounts but an increased skepticism of virtual schooling 

constituting the bulk of a student‘s high school education (see Tables 1 and 2). 

 

VIRTUALSPACE: CONTRACTPROVISIONS 

   Faculty unions must focus on the implications of the move to virtual space for workload, 

control of the work and of the curriculum, and intellectual property. Properly addressing 

these issues in contracts and policies is critical for protecting faculty work and educational 

quality. 

Workload. Distance education involves preparing for classes, posting materials online, 

working with technical support, conducting online discussions, and managing e-mail com-

munication with students. 

Control of the Work. Who does the work, faculty or technical staff; bargaining unit member 

or non-bargaining unit member? Who chooses the technology? What are the criteria for those 

choices—academic or commercial?  

Control of the Curriculum. Faculty members are responsible for academic policies under a 

proper system of shared governance. Standardized online course materials threaten that 

principle, violate shared governance, and challenge academic freedom principles. 
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Intellectual Property. Who owns the material generated for distance education courses? The 

creators, faculty unions argue, own the intellectual property. But, questions arise, given the 

large institutional contributions to their creation. Imposing standardized courses worsens the 

situation. Can a faculty member alter the intellectual property in a base course so as to protect 

the respective rights of the original creator and the course instructor? What is the definition of 

―significant use of institutional resources?‖ 

The push to offer non-traditional courses is not new. In the 1980s and earlier, institutions 

pushed course delivery through television or videotaped lectures, often with only one-way 

interaction. Some institutions moved to video or audio transmission with two-way interac-

tion, including transmitting courses to extension campuses. These courses were primarily 

aimed at non-traditional, older and working students, or at students located in away from any 

large postsecondary institution. Distance education was largely an extension of corre-

spondence courses. 

Today, each academic year brings new technologies usable for distance education. Courses 

may include content developed or presented by many individuals with diverse relationships to 

the institution. On-campus (―onground‖) and online courses may involve many tech-

nologies—blogs, podcasts, vodcasts (video on-demand), wikis, gaming or simulations, and 

chat rooms. ―Blended‖ or ―hybrid‖ courses are increasingly common, with some material pre-

sented in person, and part through alternative methods. 

Collective bargaining agreements reflect the concerns that distance education now raises for 

college faculty and professionals. Contracts in NEA‘s Higher Education Contract Analysis 

System (HECAS) 2010, show the diverse solutions developed by staff and management to 

address these concerns. Table 1 categorizes the analyzed contracts by the significant areas of 

distance education they address. 

 

Quality of Virtual Schooling 

   Concerns with the quality of virtual K-12 schooling are many: accreditation status, teacher 

certification, course quality, and assessment of student work are among the concerns. 

Several existing private groups have conferred their accreditation on cyberschools: the 

Commission on International and Trans-Regional Accreditation, the Northwest Association 

of Accredited Schools, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Council on 

Accreditation and School Improvement, and the Western Association of Schools and 

Colleges, to name only a few. These agencies, by merit of their rapid proliferation, have yet 
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to acquire the legitimacy of the more established accrediting agencies such as the Middle 

States Association of Colleges and Schools, the New England Association of Schools and 

Colleges, North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, the Southern Association of 

Colleges, and the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, which are approved by the 

U.S. Department of Education. These traditional accrediting agencies have sought to bring 

virtual schools under their purview, but with few exceptions most such schools have not 

requested their services. Higher education has long struggled with the problem of dubious 

accrediting agencies. 

The Council for Higher Education Accreditation, a private organization of 3,000 colleges and 

universities, lists more than two dozen accrediting agencies that it identifies as fake or 

dubious. Some of these accredit several online colleges and schools.25 A National 

Commission of Accredited Schools has proved to be nothing but a diploma mill selling high 

school diplomas for two weeks‘ ―work.‖26 Given the money flowing to virtual schooling, the 

need for reliable accrediting bodies to ensure school quality seems obvious, and the potential 

for abuse is enormous. Consider two examples―one from Arizona and one from Colorado. 

The Arizona Virtual Academy, a large charter school, enrolled more than 3,000 full-time 

online students in 2008. The state paid the school approximately $7,000 per student, the 

typical rate for a charter school student, even though the Academy maintained an office in 

downtown Phoenix and no other physical site. Consequently, the Academy collected 

approximately $21 million in state funding, approximately 90% of the total state funding for 

virtual schools. The Director of the Arizona Virtual Academy was formerly an employee of 

the Goldwater Institute in Phoenix—a conservative think-tank championing vouchers, charter 

schools, and other privatization proposals—and once served as Chairperson of the Arizona 

Charter School Board. This person, with no experience as a school administrator and no such 

credentials, was paid a salary of approximately $100,000 in 2008, about average for 

principals of large high schools in the metropolitan region. Moreover, most of the state 

money going to the Arizona Virtual Academy was then passed through to K12 Inc. In 2008, 

the Academy was discovered to be outsourcing the grading of some papers to readers in 

India.27 One of the more unusual cases of a virtual school concerns a tiny school district on 

the semi-arid plains of southern Colorado, a third of a mile north of the New Mexico border. 

Branson, Colorado, had no grocery store, no gas station, and a population of fewer than 100 

persons in the 2000 Census. Hardly visible in Google Earth, Branson is a most unlikely place 

to have received over $15,000,000 in state support for its 1,000 ―virtual students‖ from 
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around the state in the first four years (2001-2005) of its online school. ―‗Cyberschools are 

the 800-pound gorilla of the choice movement, although vouchers and charter schools get a 

lot more attention,‘ said William Moloney, education commissioner in Colorado, where state 

financing for online schools has increased almost 20-fold in five years – to $20.2 million for 

3,585 students today from $1.1 million for 166 full-time students in 2000.‖28 In the fall of 

2006, the State of Colorado was paying for the schooling of 8,236 online students.29 

 

Control of the Work 

   Colleges can compensate for the development, initial and subsequent offering, and updating 

of materials for distance learning or other technology-intensive courses directly with 

additional pay, or through contributions to ordinary or overload teaching credits. Regular or 

adjunct faculty, or contractors or corporations may do this work. 

Can administrators assign faculty to offer distance education courses, even if they would 

prefer to teach traditional courses? Older contracts often preserved the right of faculty to 

reject distance education, but current contracts more often allow administrators to assign 

distance education courses, at least to newer faculty whose initial contracts specify that 

requirement. 

The contract for Oakland University (Michigan) preserves the right of faculty to select their 

course delivery methods, and requires the university to provide training and support for 

instructors who choose to offer distance education courses. Faculty involvement in distance 

education should be voluntary. 

Faculty should receive training and support services in the development and delivery of 

distance education. 

The contract for the Pennsylvania State Colleges and Universities allows management to 

assign faculty members to distance education only if their appointment letter specified this 

right. faculty teach increasing numbers of courses.30 Contracts therefore often include 

language on controls over distance learning course offerings. Who decides whether the 

college should offer a course through distance learning? Can a college purchase courses from 

other institutions or private vendors? Will distance-learning courses reduce the availability of 

traditional campus-based courses? 

Contracts usually provide for faculty participation in these decisions by supporting academic 

governance—faculty senates, curriculum committees, and departmental approval processes. 

California‘s College of the Desert, for example, establishes controls on courses developed by 
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adjunct faculty covered by the collective bargaining agreement. The sponsor—a full-time 

faculty member or dean—initiates a review process for course approval by the curriculum 

committee. 

The contract for El Camino Community College, also in the California system, similarly 

asserts, ―The El Camino College Academic Senate has the primary responsibility for the 

recommendations to the Board of Trustees regarding curriculum and matriculation issues. As 

such, only those courses and programs approved through the agreed upon curriculum and 

matriculation decision process will be delivered by Distance Education.‖ Shawnee State 

University, in Ohio subjects distance education and traditional courses to the same university 

governance structures. The Cleveland State University contract includes strong language on 

faculty control of the curriculum, including course development, selection of faculty to teach 

courses, and class size. Distance education courses (or modifications thereto) shall comply 

with all of the standard practices, procedures, and criteria which have been established for 

traditional courses including, but not limited to, faculty involvement at the level of course 

development and approval, selection of qualified faculty to teach the course, pedagogical 

determinations about appropriate class size, and oversight of all final course offerings by the 

appropriate faculty committee to ensure conformity with previously established traditions of 

course quality and relevance to programs. Occasional adjustments (e.g. to office hour pro-

cedures) may be necessary in order to fulfill the intent of standard practices and procedures. 

In such cases, any adjustments shall require approval by the Chair or the Dean‘s designee. 

Faculty contracts also support curricular quality by specifying training requirements, 

technical supports, and class size limits. The contract for Lane Community College (Oregon) 

requires the college to ―ensure that resources for distance learning, such as technical and 

infrastructure support (including additional phone lines, hardware and software) and aca-

demic support (including Library, Counseling and Advising) are identified to faculty and pro-

vided at a reasonably adequate level.‖ The contract for San Diego Community College 

(California) Adult Educators establishes norms for distance learning class size, and requires 

the college to provide the faculty with adequate supports. Class section capacity for distance 

education courses shall be established prior to the beginning of the enrollment period for each 

course. The average class size of a distance education class will be that expected of any other 

class in continuing education The District shall provide training, logistical, instructional, and 

technical support to faculty with distance education assignments.  
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CONCLUSION 

   Promoting high-tech modalities has strong bipartisan backing as the answer to challenges 

confronting the academy. Critics portray academic unions as unresponsive to the potential of 

technology. Pushing back is to be cast as anti-reform, old-fashioned traditionalists and as 

protecting existing jobs and routines. Resisting ―the inevitable‖ invites unflattering analogies 

to workforces and industries that failed to adapt to the present with technological innovation. 

Unions may protest they support appropriately utilized technology. Yet the posture in 

collective bargaining agreements and in the policy arena is largely defensive and relatively 

ineffective. 

It is time to take the offensive. Unions must expand and strengthen provisions protecting 

faculty workloads, curricular control, and intellectual property. More important, faculty 

members must offer an alternative, compelling framing of work, education, and quality. We 

must hold institutions accountable for their patterns of resource investment. We must also 

offer a counter-narrative to those advocating a new academic normal of 24/7/365 educational 

service delivery to more students by fewer independent, full-time faculty and professionals. 
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